
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

   

 

 

ENQUIRY  
 

What changed in Britain from the Stone Age to the Iron Age? 

 

OUTCOMES 
 

Publish an information book on life in the Iron Age in Britain. 
 

VOCABULARY 
  
advance, age, agriculture, artefact, ancestor, attack, clan, common, era, prehistory, sophistication, tribe, weapon, 
worship, Neolithic, druid, AD, BC 

KEY TEXTS 
 
Stone Age Boy 
The History Detective Investigates: The Stone Age to the Iron Age 
The Boy with the Bronze Axe 
 

BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE 
 
https://www.history.org.uk/publications/resource/7196/stone-age-to-iron-age-overview-and-depth 
The Iron Age (Britain in the Past) (2015) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSi8hL6J-L0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dLPgqobwPGE 
 

RESOURCES 
 

Irone Age loan box, card and coloured pens, line guides, paper
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CORE CURRICULUM LEARNING OUTCOMES 

English Mathematics Physical Education Forest School 

Spelling 
- Phonemes: f, g, j, k, l, m 

Grammar 
- using conjunctions, adverbs 

and prepositions to express 
time and cause 

Calculation and Multiplication 
- Subtraction – written and 

mental methods 
- 2, 4 and 8x table and the 

relationship between 
them 

- 3, 6 and 9x table and the 
relationship between 
them 

Cognitive 

- Dynamic balance- one a line 
- Coordination- Ball skills 
- Cricket 

 

Shelter Building 
- Introduction to shear lashing and frapping 

techniques to make the forest school star  
- More sophisticated use of knots for 

attaching to structures and trees  
 
Geographical skills 

- Recognise features and symbols on the map  
- Understand how to orientate the map  
- Demonstrate understanding of a line 

orienteering course (short loop) and star 
orienteering  

 

PSHCE and PRE Spanish Art Computing 

PSHCE 
- Diversity and community 

 
PRE 

- Christianity – biblical stories 

Food 
Fruits 

Drawing   
▪ Discuss shadows, light and dark   
▪ Have an awareness of how pattern 
can be used to create texture  
Painting and colour   
▪ Make tints of one colour by adding 
white   
▪ Darken / Lighten colours without 
using black / white   
 

Digital Literacy 

 Explore the use of the internet to 
convey information in differed 
formats. 

 Explore the use of search engines to 
find information. 

 Identifying appropriate content 
online. 

 Develop typing skills 

History Science 

Stone Age to Iron Age 
- A study of the developments 

from the Stone Age to the 
Iron Age in Britain 

Forces 
- Compare how things move on different surfaces. 
- Notice that some forces need contact between two objects, but magnetic forces can act at a distance 
- Observe how magnets attract or repel each other and attract some materials and not others. 

 



 

 

 


